week of climbing skill shares and workshops
and other such nonsense
you're welcome to come visit,
learn, and share with us,
and also to stay and fill up
the forests and
forget to go home.

plant the seeds of new ideas
first week of april
on the ZAD

NANTES
ORVAL LE PAQUEULAIS
FAY REDON

workshops

tree climbing
treehouse building
climbing action training

knowledge and facilities for:
screenprinting welding pirate radio
permaculture gardening bike mechanics
wild plant foraging

if you have skills or ideas to share even better

we are involved in a 4° year local struggle
against an airport,
high speed train,
and highway.

we have created a network of squatted houses,
trees, forests and fields on the land
intended for destruction, with 16 occupied
spaces at present, and

more that need defending!